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Interactions in mixtures of a microemulsion and a polymer
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We have studied the phase behavior of mixtures of a microemulsion and a nonadsorbing polymer. With a
virial expansion we calculated the phase boundary curve of the mixture using an effective interaction potential,
which includes both the polymer-induced depletion attraction and the square-well attraction between the bare
microemulsion droplets. The calculated phase boundary curve fits the phase measurements well. The fitted
values of the interaction parameters for the square-well attraction are found to be in good agreement with the
previous neutron and light scattering results. The experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of using a polymer
to probe the microscopic interactions in microemulsions and other non-hard-sphere colloidal suspensions.
@S1063-651X~97!13405-5#

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Kj, 82.70.Dd, 65.50.1m, 61.25.Hq.
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In recent years there has been a growing interest in stu
ing the phase behavior of various binary mixtures of coll
dal particles@1#, surfactant aggregates@2#, and polymer mol-
ecules @3#. While the detailed microscopic interactions
these mixtures may be somewhat different, their phase
havior nevertheless can be explained generally by a sim
binary hard sphere model@4#. For mixtures of a colloid and a
nonadsorbing polymer, it has been assumed@5–7# that the
colloidal particles are hard spheres and the polymer m
ecules behave as hard spheres toward the colloidal part
but can freely interpenetrate with each other. The ha
sphere-like interaction between the colloidal particles and
polymer molecules results in a spherical shell around eac
the colloidal particles, within which the center of mass of t
polymer molecules is excluded. The free energy of the m
ture can then be reduced by grouping the colloidal partic
together to share the depletion volumes. This gives rise to
effective attraction between the colloidal particles. T
depletion attraction controls the phase stability of ma
colloid-polymer mixtures, which are of direct interest to i
dustries@8#.

The depletion interaction between the colloidal partic
can be expressed in terms of an effective potentialU(r ),
which is the work required to bring the two colloidal pa
ticles from infinity to a distancer in a given polymer solu-
tion. It has been shown thatU(r ) has the form@5,6#

U~r !5H U0~r !, r<s

2PpV~r !, s,r<s12Rg

0, r.s12Rg,

~1!

wheres is the particle diameter,Pp is the osmotic pressur
of the polymer molecules, andRg is their radius of gyration.
In the above, the bare colloid interaction potent
U0(r )51` for hard spheres. The volume of the overla
ping depletion zones between the two colloidal particles
given by @5,6#
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2S r

sl D1
1

2S r

sl D 3G , ~2!

wherevp is the volume occupied by a polymer chain a
l5112Rg /s. This potential has been used to calculate
phase diagram of the colloid-polymer mixtures@8,9#, and
recent phase measurements of several mixtures of co
and nonadsorbing polymer have shown qualitative agr
ment with the calculations@3,10,11#. A more recent neutron
scattering experiment by Yeet al. @12,13# directly measured
the colloidal interaction in the mixtures and confirmed t
functional form ofU(r ) shown in Eq.~1!.

While it is successful in explaining the phase behavior
many binary mixtures, the binary hard-sphere model is n
ertheless a highly idealized theoretical model. In real
there are many complicated, non-hard-sphere colloidal m
tures. Even in the study of the model colloid-polymer mi
tures, the colloidal particles used in the experiments are
strictly hard spheres. These particles are stabilized eithe
surface charges or by a layer of surfactant molecules,
hence the interparticle potential has a weak repulsive
The interaction potentials for the surfactant aggregates
polymer molecules are probably much softer than those
the hard spheres. Clearly, a further study of non-hard-sph
colloidal mixtures is needed in order to extend the curr
theory to a more general form, so that different non-ha
sphere interactions can be included. In this way, one
critically examine the current theory for the depletion effe
and prepare model systems to mimic characteristic feat
of many industrial colloid-polymer mixtures.

In this paper we report a phase boundary study of a m
ture of a microemulsion and a nonadsorbing polymer. T
microemulsion used in the experiment contains surfacta
coated spherical water droplets, which are uniformly d
persed in an oil-continuous medium. These microemuls
droplets behave as ‘‘association colloidal particles,’’ a
they interact with each other attractively@14#. Previous neu-
tron and light scattering measurements have shown@14–16#
that the bare interaction potential between the droplets ca
5792 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 5793INTERACTIONS IN MIXTURES OF A MICROEMULSION . . .
described by a hard-core repulsion plus an attractive sq
well,

U0~r !5H 1`, r<s2w

2ekBT, s2w,r<s

0, r.s,

~3!

where the square well widthw.3 Å and the well depthe is
proportional to the core size of the microemulsion drople
Lemaireet al. @15,17# have proposed that the attractive i
teraction between the droplets arises from the mutual in
penetration of the surfactant tails. It should be mention
that while it is successful in fitting the scattering data, t
square well potential is nevertheless a simplified model
tential. Attempts have been made to use other potentia
describe the attractive interaction between the microem
sion droplets@18#. In the experiment to be described belo
we will use the square well potential so that we can comp
our fitting results for the interaction parameters with tho
obtained from the previous scattering experiments. With E
~1! and ~3!, we have the total droplet interaction potent
U(r )5U0(r )2PpV(r ). Note thatU(r ) consists of three
parts: a hard core repulsion, an attractive square well, an
additional depletion attraction. In the experiment to be
scribed below, we will show that when the depletion attra
tion is known, one can use the polymer to probe the b
interaction between the microemulsion droplets.

The microemulsion chosen for the study consisted of
dium di-2-ethylhexylsulfosaccinate ~AOT surfactant!,
n-decane~oil!, and water. Both the AOT surfactant~Fluka
Chemical! and n-decane~Aldrich! were used as received
Water used for the microemulsion samples was first disti
and then deionized. Because the microemulsion is a ter
system, one has two control parameters for the system:
volume fractionfd of the droplets~water1 AOT surfactant!
and the water to surfactant molar ration. The microemulsion
samples used in the experiment had a fixedfd530%, but
their water-to-AOT molar ration was varied between 10 an
40. For these combinations offd andn, we obtained a ho-
mogeneous and optically clear single-phase microemul
at room temperature. The microemulsion has been well c
acterized previously using light and neutron scattering te
niques@19–21#, and the system, in many aspects, is ana
gous to a colloidal suspension. It has been shown@19–21#
that at moderately lowfd , the size of the water droplets i
rather uniform and is linearly proportional ton.

The polymer used was monodispersed polyisoprene~PIP!
with the molecular weightMw5100 000 andMw /Mn
51.05. It was purchased from Polysciences. Decane
been known to be a good solvent for PIP@22#. Because it
contains only hydrocarbons and no hydrophilic groups,
PIP chain will not adsorb onto the surfaces of the wa
droplets. To determine the radius of gyrationRg for the poly-
mer chains in decane, we measured the scattered light in
sity of a dilute polymer solution~with the concentration
Cp<531023 g/cm3) as a function of the scattering wav
number q. The value ofRg was then obtained from th
Zimm analysis of the scattering data@23#. In Table I we list
the measured values ofRg at different temperatures. Th
microemulsion-polymer mixture samples were prepared
re
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two steps. First, the microemulsion samples were prepa
by dissolving AOT inn-decane, and then adding an appr
priate amount of water into the solution. To continuously a
the PIP into the microemulsion, we first dissolved the PIP
decane with a concentration 0.06 g/cm3. The PIP solution
was then gradually added into the microemulsion while
sample was under thorough mixing. After each addition,
mixture sample was weighed and its polymer concentra
was computed according to the added amount of the poly
in the titration solution and the total volume of the mixtu
sample. All the mixture samples were kept in a thermos
which has a temperature stability better than60.05 °C.

The microemulsion-polymer mixture samples are found
become turbid~i.e., phase separation occurred! when their
polymer concentration exceeds a critical valueC̃p ~g/cm3).
To obtain the phase boundary of the mixture, we prepare
series of microemulsion samples in which the droplet v
ume fractionfd was fixed at 30%, but the water-to-AO
molar ratio n was varied from 10 to 40. For each of th
microemulsion samples with a fixedn, the value ofC̃p was
determined by carrying out the above described titration p
cedure until a cloud point was visually observed in t
sample. The experimental uncertainties for the measu
C̃p were less than65%. Because the amount of the polym
solution added into the microemulsion was very small (<5
vol. %!, the droplet volume fractionfd of the mixture
samples is essentially the same as that of the correspon
microemulsion samples (fd.30%). After the titration the
mixture samples remained cloudy for many days and wo
not become clear even under rigorous shaking.

Figure 1 shows the measuredC̃p ~circles! as a function of
n at the temperatureT520°C. As mentioned above, the PI
chains are hydrophobic and they cannot adsorb onto the
faces of the water droplets. Therefore, the phase separa
in the mixture must be induced by the depletion attract
between the droplets. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the amo
of the polymer needed to induce a phase separation in
mixture depends on the water-to-AOT molar ration, and the
maximum value ofC̃p is located atn.30. According to Eqs.
~1! and~3!, both the bare attraction between the microem
sion droplets and the polymer-induced depletion attract
contribute to the phase separation in the microemulsi
polymer mixture. Because the total amount of attract
needed for the phase separation is fixed, we conclude f
Fig. 1 that the bare attraction between the droplets also
pends uponn. It is interesting to note from Fig. 1 that whe
the depletion attraction is known, the polymer molecules c

TABLE I. Fitted values of the square well widthw, the depth
parametera, and the radius of gyrationRg at different tempera-
tures. Also listed is the measuredRg by static light scattering.

T (°C! w ~Å! a ~Å21)
Fitted
Rg ~Å!

Measured
Rg ~Å!

15 2.99 0.041 87.4 89
20 2.98 0.040 93.1 97
25 2.98 0.043 98.5 93
30 2.98 0.042 108.2 108
35 2.99 0.044 114.9 110
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be used to probe the bare interaction between the microe
sion droplets.

To further characterize the interaction between the mic
emulsion droplets in the polymer solution, we calculate th
second virial coefficient

~B2!d52pE
0

`

@12e2U~r !/kBT#r 2dr. ~4!

Substituting the potentialU(r ) shown in Eqs.~1! and ~3!
into Eq. ~4!, we have

~B2!d.~B2!HSH 123~ee21!F S s

s2wD 321G
2

~2Rg1s2w!6

64Rg
3~s2w!3

f ~s!fpJ , ~5!

where (B2)HS5(p/6)(s2w)3 is the second virial coeffi-
cient for the hard core of the droplets of diameters2w, and
fp5vpnp is the effective volume fraction occupied by th
polymer chains withnp being the polymer number density
The functionf (s) in Eq. ~5! has the form

f ~s!5F12s3S 12
9

16
s1

1

32
s3D G , ~6!

where s52(s2w)/(s2w12Rg). In getting Eq. ~5! we
have assumed that the polymer osmotic pressurePp in Eq.
~1! takes the formPp5npkBT ~ideal gas!, and the integra-
tion in Eq. ~4! was carried out only up to the first order o
np .

It is seen from Eq.~5! that (B2)d consists of three terms
The first two terms represent, respectively, the contributi
from the hard-core repulsion and the square well attractio
the droplets. The third term is the contribution from t
polymer-induced depletion attraction. Because the deple
term increases linearly withfp , phase separation may occ

FIG. 1. Measured critical polymer concentrationC̃p as a func-
tion of n at T520 °C. The solid curve is a fit by Eq.~8! with
w52.98 Å anda50.04 Å21.
ul-

-
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s
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n

in the microemulsion-polymer mixture when its polym
concentration becomes sufficiently large. With the calcula
(B2)d , one can estimate the stability limit~spinodal condi-
tion! for the emulsion droplets in the polymer solution. A
the limit of stability the system does not resist long-ran
fluctuations of the droplet concentration, and its recipro
osmotic compressibility goes to zero. Using the virial expa
sion of the osmotic pressure for the droplets, one arrive
the spinodal condition@7#,

~B2!d52
~B2!HS
8fd

, ~7!

for small droplet volume fractionfd ~up to the second or-
der!. Substituting Eq.~5! into Eq. ~7!, we obtain the critical
polymer concentrationC̃p for the onset of phase separatio

C̃p

C*
5

111/~8fd!2~ee21!F S s

s2wD 321G
F~s2w!

, ~8!

where C*5Mw /@(4p/3)Rg
3# is the polymer overlap

concentration and F(s2w)5 f (s)(2Rg1s2w)6/
@64Rg

3(s2w)3#.
For our mixture samples, the droplet volume fraction w

fixed at fd530% and the droplet sizes was varied by
changing the water-to-AOT molar ration. Previous small-
angle neutron scattering experiments@21# have shown that
s531.6612.26n ~Å!. The square well depthe has also been
found to change withs @14,16#. Using the light scattering
technique, Dozieret al. @16# have found thate5a(s/2).
With these experimental results being substituted into
~8!, we were able to fit Eq.~8! to all the measured phas
boundary curves using only two free parameters: the squ
well width w and the depth parametera. The solid curve in
Fig. 1 shows the fit withw52.98 Å anda50.04 Å21. The

FIG. 2. Measured critical polymer concentrationC̃p as a func-
tion of n at T515 °C ~inverted triangles!, 25 °C ~squares!, 30 °C
~triangles!, and 35 °C~circles!. The solid curves are the fits by Eq
~8!, and the dashed curve indicates the fitted phase boundary c
at T520 °C.
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55 5795INTERACTIONS IN MIXTURES OF A MICROEMULSION . . .
fitted values ofw anda compare well with the neutron sca
tering resultw.3 Å @14# and the light scattering resu
a.0.05 Å21 @16#. It should be pointed out that in the abov
discussion, we have used the radius of gyrationRg as the
effective droplet-polymer interaction range for the deplet
potential in Eq.~1!. Because the value ofC* is needed in Eq.
~8!, Rg was also involved in the calculation of the critic
polymer volume fractionf̃p5C̃p /C* . The recent neutron
scattering experiments by Yeet al. @12,13# have indicated
that a length scale somewhat smaller thanRg should be used
for these purposes. To reduce fitting uncertainties, we tre
Rg in Eq. ~8! as a fitting parameter. Note that the main effe
of Rg in the fitting is to change the overall height of the fitte
phase boundary curve. The fitted values ofRg are listed in
Table I.

We now discuss the measured phase boundary of
microemulsion-polymer mixture at other temperatures. F
ure 2 shows the measuredC̃p as a function ofn at
T515 °C ~inverted triangles!, 25 °C ~squares!, 30 °C ~tri-
angles!, and 35 °C~circles!. The solid curves in Fig. 2 are th
fits by Eq.~8! with w, a, andRg being the fitting parameters
The fitted values of these parameters are listed in Tab
The dashed curve shows the fitted functionC̃p vs n for the
mixture samples atT520 °C ~see Fig. 1!. It is seen from
Table I that the fitted values ofw anda remain fairly con-
stant in the temperature range studied, and they com
well with the previous measurements@14,16#. Because the
value ofRg in the fitting controls the overall height of th
ce
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,

n

ed
t

he
-

I.

re

fitted phase boundary curve, we expect the fittedRg to be
subjected to experimental uncertainties similar to those
the measuredC̃p . In the experiment,C̃p was determined by
a visual observation of the cloud point. Nevertheless,
fitted values ofRg shown in Table I are in good agreeme
with the measuredRg by static light scattering.

In summary, we have studied the phase behavior o
microemulsion-polymer mixture at different temperature
With a virial expansion we calculated the phase bound
curve of the mixture using an effective interaction potenti
which includes both the polymer-induced depletion attr
tion and the square-well attraction between the bare mic
emulsion droplets. The calculated phase boundary curve
the phase measurements well. The fitted values of the in
action parameters for the square-well attraction are foun
be in good agreement with the previous neutron and li
scattering results. The experiment demonstrates the e
tiveness of using a polymer to probe the droplet interact
in the microemulsion. We expect this simple polymer titr
tion method to be useful in the future for measuring t
microscopic interactions in other non-hard-sphere colloi
suspensions, which are of direct interest to industries.
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